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Any place, any time, any device;
mobile working for your users
Get on any train and everyone will be
looking at a tablet or a phone, maybe
playing Candy Crush or keeping up
to date with Facebook.






Your employees are part of this group.
Imagine how much more productive they
would be if they had the freedom to work
seamlessly from any device in any place?
The familiarity of the Microsoft Office Suite will
enable your users to be up and running with mobile
working, quickly and effectively. Microsoft’s device
and app management tool, Intune, will enforce the
security of devices before allowing users to access
















corporate data. Multi-factor authentication is also
available to ensure that the user accessing apps on a
device is permitted to access corporate content and
doesn’t fall into the wrong hands.

SAFE, SECURE AND COMPLIANT
The management and monitoring of devices accessing
corporate content is a crucial component in organisational
security. Microsoft 365 provides the IT department with
the tools to remotely manage devices, apps and policies
and to easily monitor the compliance of the devices.

Microsoft 365 enables your organisation to secure
devices, publish apps and, if the worst comes to the worst,
remotely wipe applications or even the whole device.



2. OPEN EMAIL ON TABLET



3. OUTLOOK ON TABLET



6. OPEN WORD



5. SAVE - ONEDRIVE FOR BUSINESS



4. OPEN ATTACHMENT IN WORD



7. FORGOT TABLET



8. REPORT LOSS TO IT



9. IT REMOTELY WIPE DEVICE



1. IN THE OFFICE

Working on files using Microsoft
Office Suite on a Windows machine

Recent files are visible and are the
same as the files that were open on
Windows machine

User forgets tablet on train!
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Unlock device
App PIN
Multi-factor authentication

Can only save content
to “trusted apps”
that are defined by the organisation

Contact IT and let them know the
phone has been lost

Looks and feels the same as the
familiar desktop version

Word functions in the same way
on a tablet as it does on Windows

IT can remote wipe the whole phone
or only the corporate content on it

MOBILE PRODUCTIVITY

PLANNING

 Device security

We understand the need to discover the requirements
of your organisation, including the nature of your
business, company culture and your perceived
threats related to security and compliance.

 Identity
Users sign-in with the same corporate identity
to access trusted apps as they do in the office.
Multi-factor authentication can be enforced
to double check the identity of the user.

We will work with you to agree a vision of how your organisation
wants to work in the future and understand your priorities to
provide a stepped approach to implementing the changes, both
technically and as an extension of your corporate culture.

Before being allowed to connect to corporate content,
devices must adhere to security criteria such as having
a PIN. These criteria are defined by the organisation.

 Mobile apps

The organisation can define ‘trusted’ apps that are
permitted to access corporate content. Data cannot
be moved from a trusted app to a personal app.

 Synchronisation

The apps that work with Microsoft 365 synchronise
data between all devices, e.g. recent files in Word
are the same on Windows and a mobile device.



Remote wipe
The organisation can remotely wipe the corporate
data stored on a device leaving all personal data,
or can completely wipe a corporate device.

ADOPTION
The implementation of security and compliance
within an organisation is a complex process
due to the impact on end users.
It is essential that users understand change is on the
way, and more importantly, the benefits that change will
bring to the organisation and to them personally.
Whether you are starting from a position of no policies
and introducing them for the first time, or have existing
policies and are changing the way they are enforced,
CPS are experts in supporting your users in adopting
the working practices to apply your policies.

WHAT IS MICROSOFT 365?
Microsoft 365 is a suite of products that includes Office
365, Windows 10 and Enterprise Mobility and Security.
Windows 10 offers a secure desktop environment
that seamlessly integrates with the security
and device management policies of an
organisation, including password-free login.

Office 365 is Microsoft’s flagship productivity suite
including, among others, Exchange Online,
OneDrive for Business, SharePoint Online,
Skype for Business and Yammer.
Enterprise Mobility and Security provides advanced
security and compliance tools and device and application
management tools such as Intune, Azure Active
Directory and Azure Information Protection.

WHO ARE CPS?
We know the importance of workplace productivity and transformation,
which is why we help our clients reach their business objectives
by supporting their journey to digital transformation.
Underpinned by Microsoft technologies, our consultants take pride in delivering
tangible technology solutions that solve both technical and business issues.

To find out how we can support you on
your journey, contact us today.
e hello@cps.co.uk
w www.cps.co.uk

We don’t believe in a ‘one size fits all’ approach. Our consultants spend
time with clients to appreciate their current IT landscape and what might
need to change, adapt or evolve to meet business goals and directives.
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